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HEALTH AND WELLNESS: 
TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN 

Official UK Google Search Data  2019 - 2021
McKinsey: The future of the $1.5 trillion wellness market
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2020 - 2021: 
When health and wellness collided

Even so, wellness has not been left 
behind. Public attitudes are shifting 
towards an understanding that health 
encompasses more than physiology 
alone. This can, in part, be attributed to 
the rise of the wellness movement and 
widespread conversations around 
mental health that impacted the world 
throughout lockdowns.

We used to recognise health in 
relatively simplistic terms: did you have 
a cold, a chronic illness or a broken 
bone? No? Then you were healthy. 

Nowadays, though, consumers have 
more access to information through 
the internet, and more access to 
communities of people with similar 
health concerns through social media 
and forums. All this means they’re 
more invested in their health, they 
recognise that there is no 
one-size-fits-all approach to being 
healthy, and they are willing to put the 
work — and the money — into making 
sure they get it right. 

Our definition of what it means to 
be ‘healthy’ has shifted. 

Despite COVID fatigue, research shows 
an increased concern for personal 
health. 68% of Mckinsey survey 
respondents are thinking more about 
health and wellness after the onset of 
the pandemic than before.

With words like ‘antibody’ and ‘vaccines’ 
becoming part of the common 
vernacular,  it’s clear that coronavirus 
has somewhat ‘medicalised’ health and 
wellness. Lateral flow tests and vaccine 
passports have become standardised 
measures of health, at least for most of 
the UK.
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https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/consumer-packaged-goods/our-insights/feeling-good-the-future-of-the-1-5-trillion-wellness-market


WELLNESS & NUTRITION AS 
A SUPPLEMENT TO HEALTH
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The increased desire for ‘health’ over the 
past two year has spilled over into the 
wellness industry, creating a knock-on 
effect. 

With coronavirus causing ‘health’ to become an 
almost uncontrollable factor for many people, 
wellness practices have take precedence as 
manageable  activities towards a health mind 
and body. For instance, May 2021 saw a 49% 
increase in searches for ‘nutritionist’ 
compared to May 2019.   

This, combined with changing UK Government 
legislation around nutrition and HFSS food and 
drinks advertising, has led to an increased 
search awareness around junk food. In this 
instance, search intent is more around raising 
health awareness than an increased desire for 
KFC.

January 2021 marked an all-time search 
peak for ‘healthy habits’ at 2,400 — a 140% 
increase compared to Jan 2019 — driving the 
cultural shift home.

In return, the wellness industry has validated 
more ‘niche’ health knowledge, popularising it 
and packaging it up in easy to digest content 
(and easy to buy products). Consumers 
recognise holistic treatments as more 
acceptable now than they ever have, and are 
becoming accustomed to using alternative 
forms of medicine  to complement – and in 
some cases, replace – traditional forms of 
Western medicine. 

We see this with the rise in popularity of topics 
such as biohacking, mindfulness, nutrition, and 
the Goop movement (more on this later).

Official UK Google Search Data  2019 - 2021
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TREND ALERT: 
THE RISE OF THE ‘SUPER’ DRINKS 

Could the UK be giving up alcohol and caffeine for 
good? The data certainly points in that direction.

Since late 2020, the UK has seen a rapid increase in 
searches for ‘alcohol free’ and ‘caffeine free’ products. So 
while many were using lockdown to perfect their coffee 
brewing technique or dipping into a bottle of red, 
post-COVID Britain shows a shift towards cleaner, more 
conscious drinking.   

125%  
increase in searches for “alcohol 
free’ products, comparing June 
2020 with June 2021.

searches for ‘hard seltzer’ in June 
2021, compared to 14,800 in 2020.

Challenger ‘super’ drinks offer alternatives to alcoholic and caffeinated  beverages. 

If the late 2010s  saw the dawn of ‘superfoods’ — with everything from blueberries to ginseng having its 
day — the early 2020s are the era of the ‘super’ drinks. 

Whether it’s classic coconut water brands like Vita Coco loved  by millennials, or the more adventurous 
cactus water popularised by TikTok, the younger members of the workforce are becoming more 
interested in ‘caffeine’ alternatives that still provide a boost of energy. In fact ‘natural energy drink’ 
saw a 122% search increase between August 2021 and August 2021. And when it comes to enjoying 
an alcoholic drink attitudes have shifted here to, with Canadian brands like  White Claw breaking into the 
UK market as a low-alcohol option.

27,100  

Official UK Google Search Data  2019 - 2021
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https://www.theguardian.com/food/2021/jul/06/caffeine-coffee-tea-invisible-addiction-is-it-time-to-give-up


TIKTOK, BIOHACKING & THE GOOP EFFECT
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Biohacking is the practice of altering the body’s 
chemistry and physiology through science and 
self-experimentation in an attempt to energise 
and enhance it. The phenomenon has been 
around since the late 2010s, but has received 
increased attention in recent years as more 
trend emerge through social media virality and 
attention from ‘wellness’ gurus and celebrities.

Across 2020-2021, two stand out in particular:

Glutathione, Goop & The FDA

Comparing September 2019 and 2021, UK 
Google searches for ‘glutathione’ show a 
123% increase. But what is it?

In the west, wellness gurus like Goop founder 
Gwyneth Paltrow have touted glutathione for its 
alleged antioxidant properties, ability to regulate 
metabolic processes and immune support. Such 
search and social popularity is therefore 
unsurprising, given the current focus on 
immunity. 

Across the world however, The FDA has 
cautioned the public against the use of 
injectable glutathione, often promoted on social 
media for skin lightening and bleaching 
correction. Injectable glutathione poses 
significant safety risk to users because of side 
effects, including toxic effects on the liver, 
kidneys and nervous system. 

Chlorophyll & Tiktok

Most of us remember chlorophyll from biology 
lessons as the pigment that makes plant leaves 
green. Thanks to Gen-Z tiktokers in the UK and 
USA, adding a few drops of chlorophyll to a glass 
of water has become a social media health fad, 
causing a search peak in April for chlorophyll 
drops. The trend was positioned as a way to 
‘upgrade’ water intake by packing it with 
‘nutrients’. 

But does it actually work? Despite its 
antibacterial properties, there is little scientific 
evidence to suggest this does any more than 
give water an ‘instagrammable’ green hue. 

Official UK Google Search Data  2020 - 2021 | Tiktok search results for #chlorophyll
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Consumer Shift: 
The Rise of Personalised 
Wellness

02
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A SHIFT TOWARDS PERSONALISED 
WELLNESS

Official UK Google Search Data  2019 - 2021    
1. Accenture Pulse Check [https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-77/Accenture-Pulse-Survey.pdf]

Offering a product that is unique to your customer is a surefire way to grab 
their attention,  as well as retain it.

Challenger brands from Nourished  to Vitamin Buddy are offering consumers 
quiz-style tests to highlight gaps in their nutrition and develop a personalised 
vitamins to meet their needs — whether that’s tailored to specific dietary needs (e.g. 
veganism) or a product that targets a particular system (e.g. fertility). This tends to 
form part of a subscription model, which we have also seen rise across lockdowns.

If something  is tailored to customers, it has a higher chance of proving effective. 
Time and time again this sentiment is shown across industries from clothing (with 
the rise of tailoring) and personal care (dermatologist-level skincare and custom 
cosmetics) , and now healthcare. COVID has only shown to amplify this, with 
personal health needs taking a higher priority. 180%

increase in the searches of ‘personalised 
supplements’ between 2019/2020 to 2020/2021

1,600
searches for ‘personalised vitamins’ in 2020/21. 
This is an 81% increase compared to 2019/20.

91%  
of customers are more likely to engage with brands 
who provide personalised recommendations.1

9 Personalised Wellness
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CASE STUDY:
BIOGENETIC TECH & THE ‘23ANDME’ EFFECT

2015-2018 saw the rise of services like Ancestry DNA, where customers could track 
their genetic ancestry to a tee with the help of a a simple vial of saliva. 2020-2021 
sees the resurgence of biogenetic services — with a particular health focus.

Brands 23andme have surged back into popularity after upgrading their services to 
alert users of genetic factors that may predispose them to a specific health 
conditions. Personalised reports touch upon everything from Celiac Disease to Type 
2 Diabetes development. Thriva offer a similar model through blood samples.

“Using insights backed by the 
latest science, see how your DNA 
can affect your chances of 
developing certain health 
conditions.”

Companies like VITL take this a concept step further with their Vitamin DNA 
Test, which notifies customers of which vital nutrients they’re more likely to 
need to supplement, based on their DNA, with a simple cheek swab. The 
convenience letterbox service of these tests mean that customers can 
access medical-grade DNA health checks from the comfort of their sofa.

Though not a direct consequence of COVID, heightened awareness around 
immunity and vaccine development have therefore led to a shift towards the 
‘scientification’ of wellness through personal genetic testing.

23andMe 

https://www.23andme.com/en-gb/dna-health-ancestry/ 

23andMe results

VITL Vitamin DNA Test

10 Personalised Wellness
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PERSONALISED SUPPLEMENTS: 
SENTIMENT & MOTIVATION

The concept of personalised health tools has become widespread and 
accelerated due to the global pandemic, not only due to the inability to 

attend in-person appointments, but due to the desire of being in 
control of personal health.  

Sales of nutritional supplements have grown at unprecedented levels 
during the pandemic. This has been driven largely by vitamins, 
minerals and herbal products thought to help boost immunity. 

Personalised vitamin companies have capitalised as the desire for 
something personalised and bespoke has increased. 

Many look to personalised vitamins to help with their mental health: 

11 Personalised Wellness
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TELEHEALTH & POST-PANDEMIC CONVENIENCE

12

Post-pandemic search data only shows sustained 
interest in specific types of telehealth services, 
particularly ‘online tests’ where users can receive an 
‘diagnosis’ without second opinion from a doctor. For 
instance, ‘online eye test’ showing a 22% increase 
post-pandemic (Jan 2020 / Jan 2021)

This doesn’t mean that telehealth is solution to 
healthcare needs across the board. In fact, “online 
doctor’ searches in July 2021 were at an all time 
low.*

So, while virtual health tests might be essential tools 
for triaging, nurturing and capturing patients, this 
certainly isn’t a replacement for face-to-face 
healthcare.  In fact, Google search data shows that 
most patients prefer them. 

Official UK Google Search Data  2019 - 2021
*All time lowest number of monthly searches as far back as October 2017

Personalisation almost always equals user convenience — 
but how does this translate to more traditional healthcare?
Could this be the end of face-to-face health appointments? 

Google search data suggests not — at least in most cases. 
It’s unsurprising that lockdowns caused many people to turn to virtual 
health services out of necessity. Searches for online doctors and opticians 
naturally rose in-line with lockdown restrictions, helping people to access 
healthcare remotely through virtual appointments.

Personalised Wellness
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Hot Topic: 
Immunity 

03
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IMMUNITY: THE TOPIC ON 
EVERYBODY’S LIPS 

Unsurprisingly, immunity was the hot 
topic in early 2020 — whether that 

was because you were interested in 
herd immunity, or trying to figure out 

how to boost your system to protect 
yourself. 

Since then, our analysis shows that search 
interest has peaked in line with waves of  
rising cases and lockdown measures, as 
well as detection of new variants of the 

COVID-19 virus. 

Crucially though, trends suggest that 
general search interest into immunity and 

related areas has remained significantly 
higher than before the pandemic – 

indicating that immunity (and boosting it) 
is no longer the remit of the ultra-health 

conscious or medical professionals. It 
looks like immunity will be on our minds 

for the foreseeable future.   

Increase in ‘how to boost 
immune system’ searches in 
from March 2021 compared to 
March 2019.

+114%

Official UK Google Search Data  2019 - 2021
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THE GREAT IMMUNITY DEBATE:
NATURAL VS VACCINATION

Immunity

Linked to the wider ‘Dr. Google’ 
movement, the digital age has brought 
with it not just an increase in online 
self-diagnosis but also an increase in 
online self-education. The pandemic 
heightened this phenomenon, as 
people chose to educate 
themselves before taking big 
decisions around their health. In 
the UK, the covid vaccination was at 
the forefront of search queries.

This year saw the hunt for reliable 
immunity information swell - 
comparing the effectiveness of 
natural versus medicated 
immunity methods. 

People looked to the experts for 
answers with specific long-tail searches 
for books such as ‘Super Immunity: The 
Essential Nutrition Guide for Boosting 
Your Body’s Defenses to Liver longer, 
Stronger, and Disease Free’ by Dr. Joel 
Fuhrman and BBC documentary ‘The 
Truth About: Boosting Your Immune 
System.’

Increase in searches for 
‘natural immunity vs 
vaccination’ from October 
2020 to September 2020

+3,100%  
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A shift in attitudes towards 
natural methods of boosting 
immunity was also visible. 

Searches for ‘natural 
immunity’ increased by 400% 
from May to September this year.

This could be viewed as a 
post-pandemic trend though, 
undoubtedly, this has been 
influenced by the vaccination 
rollout and seasonal transition. As 
we shift into winter season, 
people are wanting to 
understand how to best 
enhance their natural immune 
protection against  illness.

‘Super immunity’ could be a 
phrase that we see blending into 
our everyday vernacular, with a 
680% increase in Google 
searches for the term in just one 
month from August to September 
2021.
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NATURAL IMMUNITY & 
THE VITAMIN FRENZY

Immunity
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Eating for immunity:
Probiotics & fermented foods

Over the past two years, search interest in ‘eating for immunity’ 
has closely correlated with UK lockdowns, with peaks coinciding 
with the 1st and 3rd UK lockdown periods. 

Lockdown boredom aligned with the desire for increased 
immunity in the form of homemade probiotic — namely kimchi. 
And while the UK developed a flavour for this fermented food in 
early 2020, searches have sustained into late 2021, solidifying 
it as a dietary staple. 

TikTok ‘viral’ immunity

The trend extended to TikTok, with content circulating around 
‘vitamins to aid immunity’. Videos featured well known immunity  
supplements such as vitamin D and zinc alongside more holistic 
remedies like echinacea and elderberry (elderberry syrup).

February to March 2020 saw a 235% search increase for 
‘elderberry, a trend which has surged again coming into winter 
2021.

Rise in demand for popular immune supplements

As expected, 2020-2021 saw an increase in searches for 
traditional vitamins and supplements closely linked to immunity 
including Vitamins C, D & Omega-3.

Increase in searches for 
‘vitamin C’ from February - 
March 2020, with a 172% 
increase in ‘vitamin D’ 
searches across the same 
period.

‘Omega 3” searches peaked 
later, with a 49% increase in 
March 2021 (vs 2020), it’s 
highest search peak to-date.

+306% 
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A Look Forward 
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MENTAL HEALTH AFTER COVID

Increase in ‘social anxiety’ searches in 
March 2021 compared to March 2020.

+82%

It’s no secret that many of us 
struggled with our mental health  
throughout the pandemic. 
But if 2020 was the year of lonely 
lockdowns in uncontrollable 
times, 2021 trends shows that 
people are taking their mental 
health into their own hands. 

Growing methods of management

 SSRIs on the rise — Selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) 
are a widely used type of 
antidepressant. March 2021 shows 
highest search for ‘ssris’ in the pact 4 
years (2018-2021) 55,380 vol

Rescue Remedy growing 
popularity —  These flower essence 
products are said to protect against 
stress and anxiety. It’s no surprise 
then that May 2021 showed the  
highest amount of searches in the 
past 5 years at over 63,000. 

Self-help searches growing — 
Preferring  a more holistic approach 
to mental health, February 2021 saw 
an 125% increase in ‘books for anxiety’ 
searches compared to 2020.

Agoraphobia on the rise
Despite being stuck inside for so 
long, many people are struggling 
with reopening anxiety.

May 2021 saw  the highest number 
of UK Google searches for 
‘agoraphobia’ since 2018 (at 
135,000), showing a clear hesitance 
for some around returning to normal 
life as restrictions ease.

In 2021, The Woman in the Window, a 
film  featuring an agoraphobic 
woman, was released on Netflix, 
raising further awareness around the 
condition.

Official UK Google Search Data  2019 - 2021
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IS INSOMNIA THE 
NEXT EPIDEMIC? 

Globally in 2020, ‘insomnia’ was searched more than ever 
before. Quickly, it’s become apparent that insomnia will not be 
left behind with the height of the pandemic, with searches in the 
UK hitting an all time high in Jan 2021 with 135,000 
searches.

We even saw the creation of a new term in response, 
‘coronasomnia’, which received 720 searches in February 
2021, and growing.

Product Spotlight:
Blue Light Glasses For Sleep

Blue light glasses have grown in popularity since more 
people began working from home and spending more time 
on digital devices  at the start of the first lockdown in 2020.

Alongside claims that they can protect you from digital eye 
strain,  consumers have also turned to blue-light blocking 
glasses to combat some of the insomnia experiences.

Google searches for ‘blue light glasses for sleep’ hit an all 
time peak in January 2021, with the trend continuing well into 
the year.

19

Official UK Google Search Data  2019 - 2021
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MEDIA TO HEAL THE MIND:
FROM ASMR TO THERAPY APPS

MUSIC, MEDITATION 
& THERAPY APPS

+180% 

yearly Increase in Health and 
Wellness podcasts on Spotify 
in 2020. 

Over the past year, streams of 
Spotify’s playlist Music for 
Plants increased by nearly 
1,400% as plant parents new and 
old sought out good vibrations.

With limited access to traditional 
in-person therapy over the 
pandemic, consumers also show 
a sustained preference 
towards apps like Calm and 
Headspace well into 2021, with 
rising Google searches peaking in  
January.

This is also reflected in the 
increase in demand for apps 
such as BetterHelp which allow 
remote access to therapists.

ASMR CONTENT: 
TAPPING INTO THE “TINGLES”

28,000
average monthly UK YouTube 
searches for ‘asmr sleep’ in 2021

ASMR is by no means a new 
phenomenon, but growing Google and 
YouTube searches since the 
pandemic have led brands to tap into its 
soothing medium. 

It’s described as a feeling of well-being 
combined with a tingling sensation 
in the scalp and down the back of 
the neck, as experienced by some 
people in response to a specific gentle 
stimulus, often a particular sound.

Naturally bringing viewers or listeners to 
a positive state of mind, ASMR has 
become an ideal medium for video 
sponsorships on YouTube — with 
brands like EyeBuyDirect and Method 
offering video sponsorships.

Even small businesses are using 
ASMR to promote their brand on 
TikTok — incorporating products with 
the  soothing format to boost reach on a 
platform most-trafficked at night.

20 Mental Health
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CONVERSATIONS AROUND 
MENTAL HEALTH

The global pandemic has led us to become more open 
about our physical and mental suffering. The 
ever-changing restrictions and lockdowns caused us to 
feel uncertain, fearful and anxious.

Coping Mechanisms 

With more time being spent 
indoors, people took to the 
Great Outdoors to seek release. 
And self care, in the form of 
meditation, yoga and 
mindfulness: 

Those who had never 
experienced mental health 
problems, such as, anxiety 
and depression found 
themselves suffering for the 
first time. 

Many users took to social 
media to talk about their 
ongoing mental and physical 
health problems. 

21 Mental Health
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Words of Wisdom:
Where will wellness go next? 
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WELLNESS AS A WAY OF LIFE

Words of Wisdom

“Health. There probably has never 
been a time in the modern era 
where it has been a topic of so 
much conversation. Even before the 
COVID-19 pandemic entered centre 
stage, health and wellness was 
creeping ever more in the consumer 
consciousness and governmental 
policy. Whether related to the food 
we buy, the exercise we take or the 
apps we use, there has never been 
an age where there is so much 
information and opinion available.

With Mckinsey forecasting 5% to 
10% growth within the health and 
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Accenture Pulse Check 
[https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/
PDF-77/Accenture-Pulse-Survey.pdf]

“ To put it simply, wellness is becoming a way of life. In a more fragmented and 
saturated environment, brands will have to work harder to cut-through so the value 
they need to pass back to the end-consumer becomes more important. This means 
they cannot be dismissive of competitors, disruptors or potential partners as a route 
to market. Brands need to understand that the consumer has more power on when, 
where and how they train and need to facilitate these motivations.” 

David Angus 
Chief Strategy Officer - Curated

Health & 
Wellness 

Report 
21/22

David Angus 
Chief Strategy Officer - Curated

wellness space a year, there has 
never been a time when health, 
wellness and fitness brands have 
sensed so much opportunity or felt 
so much threat. Societal patterns 
have changed faster than were 
either anticipated and this has led 
to a conundrum for the fitness and 
wellness sector. 

To put it simply, wellness is 
becoming a way of life. In a more 
fragmented and saturated 
environment, brands will have to 
work harder to cut-through so the 
value they need to pass back to the 
end-consumer becomes more 
important. This means they cannot 
be dismissive of competitors, 
disruptors or potential partners as a 
route to market. Brands need to 
understand that the consumer has 
more power on when, where and 
how they train and need to facilitate 
these motivations.”
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